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Abstract: A method for solving the inverse problem of electrocardiography in terrns of ventricular depolarization tirnes is presented. This forrnulation allows the irnplernentation of two powerful physiological constraints regarding the time
course and location of ventricular breakthroughs
and sinks. The method is applied to ECG data
recorded on a Left Ventricular Hypertrophy patient. In spite of substantial modeling errors
the solution is consistent with what is known for
LVH from the literature.
INTRODUCTION
The ill-posedness of the inverse problem of electrocardiography (IPE) hampers the clinical application of
methods that try to solve this problem. Tbaditionally,
techniques that tackle ill-posed problems are based on
regularization, and in the presence of measurement- and
modeling noise the solutions they produce are either unreliable or have a low resolution. The main reason for
this poor performance is that regularization is a mathematical technique which handles the inversion of nearly
singular problems in the absence of useful a-priori information about the solution.
For the often used general formulation of the
IPE in terms of pericardial potentials the implementation of physiological a priori information isn't
straightforward[l]. In the special case of ventricular depolarization however, the steepness of the action potential upstroke and the presence of a depolarization wavefront allow the description of the cardiac electrical generator in terms of ventricular activation times and equivalent surface sources which are either on or off (e.g. the
Uniform Dipole Layer Model (UDL)). This formulation
represents a powerful implicit temporal constraint that
pays off in the resolution and stability of the solutions
that can be obtained[2].
In principal this formulation of the IPE still is
ill-posed, and additional regularization has to be applied. Recenty a new theorem, the critical point theoren't,, has appeared which allows for the implementation of additional physiologically based spatio-temporal
constraints[3]. These are constraints on the extremal
points (i.e. points having gradient 0) of the ventricular
surface activation times. They ca^n be computed from
the data.
Using these extra constraints it has been shown that
stable solutions with acceptable resolution may be ob-

tained even in the presence of considerable modeling errors in terms of geometry and assumed intra-thoracic
conductivities[4]. In this paper therefore we felt justified
in trying the method on Body Surface Potential Map-

ping (BSPM) data of a Left Ventricular Hypertrophy
(LVH) patient for whom no geometry data was present.
Although no explicit invasive information of the activation sequence of the patient was available, for LVH a
prolonged duration of the activation of the left ventricular free wall is to be expected.
METHODS
Assuming UDL, the genesis of the QRS complex is
described by the following equation:

f

ö"(y,t) = I A(*,y)H(t - r(r))d9,.
JS
Here A(r,A) is the UDL transfer function from point
r on the ventricular surface to body surface point gr ,

f/(.) is the Heaviside function, r is the activation function and the integral is over the entire surface bounding
the ventricle, i.e. both epi- and endocardium. In the
inverse procedure a solution r(r) is found by minimizing simultaneously the residual difference between simulated potentials ö"(y,t) and measured potentials, and
a regularization term based on the surface Laplacian of
r(r)121.

For the critical point theorem, consider the matrix
of body surface measurements lD : Qyt with y - 1,lfs
the number of electrodes and t : to, ?, the sampled

time interval. Of this matrix we can make a Singular
Value Decomposition Q - UEV'. The first r left singular vectors contained in the columns of U:Ua* can be
considered as spanning spatial signal space.
The critical point theorem states that c' is a critical
point of r(r) whose cri,tical time is in fts,fl t and only
if the transfer uector Ar(r') : A(r',y) for this point is
contained in spatial signol space for that time interuallSl.
The containment of. Ao@') in spatial signal space can
be quantified by a reciprocal distance function

Mr (r)

: I llAu(")ll, - t

(Au@),r$o)' l-'

,

(, )

denotes ttreåiilu, prod,rct and ll.ll the norm
in the space where g is defined (the body surface), and
the superfix ? refers to signal space defined over the

where

interval lto,Tl. For a critical point n", MT (n") will be
low if T < r(n"), a.nd show a sudden positive jump at
the critical time T - r(s").
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Acti tion function r(o) computed for the two assumed geometries (upper en lower pa,nels). The left
panels show an anterior view of tbe epica,rdium. The endoca,rdial a.spect of the left ventricular free wall is shown
in the middle pa,nels, the right panels show the posterior epicardium. Isodrrones a,re shown at steps of 5 ms.
Figure 1.

Using this function and estimation of the location of
critical points and critical times can be made. Knowledge of these points can then be used as additional explicit constraints to r(r) in the inverse procedure.

From a patient having uncomplicated LVH a L20
channel BSPM sampled at 500 Hz was available. An
interval of 110 ms encompassing the QRS complex was
selected. Two difierent volume conductor models, obtained from MRI cross section of volunteers, were used
to compute transfer matrices A(r,g). These two models
differed considerably with respect to heart position and
orientation. The 120 electrodes were positioned on the
model torso geometries following the siune protocol that
was used on the patient. For both transfer matrices, first
critical points and times of r(r) were determined using
the distarrce function Mr(r). These points were then
used as constraints in estimating the activation function
r(z) following a procedure described in [a].
RESULTS

is remarkable. We believe this detailed, stable solution
can been obtained because of the use of powerful spatio-

temporal constraints in the inverse procedure.
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